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94-96 Points
Grand Cru Chevalier-Montrachet 2017
…Compellingly silky, rich and sweet, with its ripe citrus flavors joined by spices, wild herbs and
anise. For all its early mid-palate appeal, this wine finishes classically dry and firm, with an almost
tannic impression and great rising, palate-saturating length. Wonderfully classy and light on its
feet, this wine boasts the strongest projection of inner-mouth aromatics of all of these 2017s to
this point.

93-95 Points
Grand Cru Montrachet 2017
Deep aromas of mirabelle, spices and iodiney minerality. The fattest and largest of these '17s,
both more tactile and sweeter than the Cabotte. But this also shows more energy than the
Cabotte and finishes with a serious tannic spine and the rocky minerality to support a slow
evolution in bottle. While showy already, this should be long-lived in the context of its vintage.

92-95 Points
Grand Cru Corton-Charlemagne 2017
Aromas of lime, white flowers, spices and hazelnut. Powerful, thick, rich and deep; wonderfully
silky and broad but with terrific spicy acidity giving it a light touch. This is extract-rich for a yield
of nearly 45 hectoliters per hectare. Finishes tactile, dry and long, with an impression of tannic
spine and repeating nutty nuances.

92-94 Points
Grand Cru Montrachet La Cabotte 2017
Deeper-pitched and less expressive today than the "regular" Chevalier-Montrachet, but hinting
at floral and herbal high notes. Then richer, deeper and chewier in the mouth, conveying an
almost aggressive quality to its flavors of ripe yellow fruits, citrus peel, menthol and saline
minerality. Larger-scaled and more backward, finishing with a tannic impression and serious
weight. A finishing note of iodine extends the dry, classic finish.

91-94 Points
Grand Cru Bâtard-Montrachet 2017
Sexy ripe aromas of yellow peach, fresh apricot, spices, hazelnut and minerals. Fat, chewy and
sweet, but with lovely inner-mouth perfume to leaven its weight. This doesn't show quite the
light touch of the Corton-Charlemagne but the finish is scented, firm and long.
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